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A fundamental question
• Research is moving towards large scale data.

• The *omes (here connectome), large-scale activity recordings in the
brain, simulations.
 (Although we are still limited in acquiring organism-wide complexity and in 

spatio-temporal resolution. )

• Will only scaling up on data help to understand
how biological systems work?



Will scaling up help to understand
how biological systems work?

A related question:

What would provide some sort of good positive control
for our methods as a whole?



They apply the standard neuroscience toolbox addressing:

• Connections,

• Lesions of individual components,

• Single-unit tuning curves,

• Joint statistics,

• Local activities,

• Estimated connections,

• Whole system recordings,

…to test if they can understand how a microprocessor works.



What does it mean to
understand a system?
(Probably a lot to read about this in epistemiological works.)

Suggestions?

Two practical approaches:

1. If we can fix a broken implementation of a system.
Essentially, when the inputs, transformations and outputs can be
replaced artifically.

2. David Marr’s three complementary hierarchical
levels.





David Marr’s three
complementary hierarchical levels.

Transistors, 
neurons, synapses, 
ion channels.

Vision: generating
a 3D model of the
world which the
individual can
operate with.

Representation:
E.g. arabic, digital 
and roman numerical
system.

Algorithm:
Addition



David Marr’s three
complementary hierarchical levels.
The levels can sometimes be confused when trying to
explain something:

• Seeing after images when staring into a light bulb or the
fact that all colors are achieved by some mixture of three
primary colors. Clearly hardware level phenomena.

• Necker’s illusion:

Some bistable neuronal network in the brain. 
Representational or algorithmic level.



What is a satisfying understanding of a microprocessor?

(serving as a ground truth)



The model microprocessor



SIGGRAPH 2010
• Reverse engineering the chip

 No digital representation
 Designs lost 3510 

transistors



Experimental paradigm
• The neuroscientific methods should assess the chip while it

«behaves».

• The authors chose the booting of three video games as «behaviour».
 Video games have well defined inputs and outputs.
 Dynamic input dependent output.

Donkey Kong (1981) Space Invaders (1981) Pitfall (1978)



Connectomics
• All connections of the model are known.

• Graph analysis methods for identifying cell types and
circuit motifs.

• Not showing any pattern of the
known modularity of the chip.

• In reality there is one transistor
type.



Lesions of single transistors
• Which transistor is necessary for which behaviour?

• Grossly misleading: one cannot
attribute a transistor to Donkey Kong.

• It could be meaningful if one could
narrow down the analysis to very
simple behaviours, like arithmetic
tasks.
Very difficult to achieve such a 
simplification in neuroscience.

• Even if a lesion abolishes a function it
is difficult to interpret in terms of
general computation. 



Tuning properties of
individual transistors
• Very broadly used for cells, circuits and brain areas.

• When a transistor switches it is considered as a spike.

• Correlation of spike rate to the luminance of recently
displayed pixels.



Tuning properties of
individual transistors
• Very frequently used for cells, circuits and brain areas.

• When a transistor switches it is considered as a spike.

• Correlation of spike rate to the luminance of recently
displayed pixels.

• Albeit strong tuning we know that
there is no direct relation between
individual transistor activity and
pixel luminance.

• The tuning is highly non-linear 
and as such non-conclusive.

• Neurons can be involded in, or be
upstream or downstream to a 
function. Infering from this to
their exact function is very
difficult.



Correlational structures of
individual transistors

• In case of the processor there is no
higher organisational principle
explaining this.

• This interpretation may be
questionable in the brain too.



Analyzing local field potentials
• Analogous to LFP or the BOLD signal in fMRI

• The PCU shows a rough power-law like distribution of frequencies. This is
usually interpreted as a strong marker for self organized criticality. Very 
unlikely here.

• In neuroscience, frequency distributions and oscillations are thought to be
indicative of certain tasks/regions. Here they are only epiphenomena. 



Granger causality
• Granger causality aims to describe functional connectivity. 

It is extensively used.

• ”Granger causality tells us how activity in the past are predictive of activity in the 
future, and the link from there to causal interactions is tentative at best.”



Dimensionality reduction



Dimensionality reduction



• Such correlations are seen in neuroscience
and give rise to important papers.

• But even in a human designed CPU where
we know what to look for, we are not at all 
able to describe how information flows.



Summary and notes

• A set of current data acquisiton and interpretation tools
in neuroscience were tested.

• It was not possible with these tools to get any rough
understanding of how a human-designed microprocessor
works.



Summary and notes

• Nevertheless, there is no reason to think that our
methods would be more meaningful when testing the
brain.

CPU Brain
Signal Digital Analog
Biophysical
complexity

Low High

Temporal scale Fast Slow
Parallelity Low High
Inputs Limited Many
Development Design Evolution





Summary and notes

• The authors propose for the CPU problem:
 More hierarchical analytic tools.
 Running one simple specific code.



What is the case
for molecular
biology?



Personal observation: How do fields develop.

Few

Unexpected finding

Many people and
resources join.

Slow progress

Unexpected finding

Huge accumulating
data; crystal clear

models

DataPeople Expectations&Behaviour

Not taken seriously, 
people are friends.

Unexpected finding

Looking for the
miracle drug.

Gold rush behaviour.

Descriptive, 
contradictions.

No miracle drug. 
Frustration.

Apoptosis: 10.000 papers a year
P53: >85000 papers



A Radio converts signal, has
hundreds of components ~ like a 
complex signal transduction
pathway.

For the start the biologist
sees it is a box that plays
music.

His argument is that there is a problem with the methodological approach
in general. 

What would happen if a biologist tries to fix a broken radio?



Crush the radio and
check which pieces

stay together.

Remove single
components or shoot
the radio at certain

regions.

Buy many
functioning radios.

Take them apart and
describe: many object
with various shapes, 

colors, legs.
Categorizing them

into families.

Does changing these
properties influence

function? 

If we have cataloged all components, 
connections and knockouts: can we fix the
radio?
- If a certain component is broken: yes.
(pharma industry’s «give me a target»)

- Otherwise no, because the components
are tuneable. It is likely that multiple 
components are tuned incorrectly.

Cut single
connections.



The authors argument is that these processes can only be modelled if we
apply formal language, like engineers do. Doing additional experiments
will not simplify the problem to basic arithmetic operations or simple 
relations.

What does this mean practically?

A systems biology approach. 
But we tend to skip an important level of knowledge:
«…biochemistry disappeared in the same year as communism. 
(Sydney Brenner 1995)» 
Kinetic properties of proteins are reported to much smaller extents
as desirable. Modelling without information about kinetics is very
difficult.







Summary
• More data is needed about the kinetic properties of individual 

components in a signal transduction pathway.

• The systems biology approach is difficult, but probably the
only way.

• Keeping in mind David Marr’s proposition.
 In order to construct a cohesive whole picture all 3 levels should be

congruent:
 Goal is e.g. bistable state of proliferation, health/cancer.
 The representation is the set of proteins. The algorithm we only have

very roughly because kinetic data is lacking (hardware level).
 Hardware level: Also the proteins, but actually their structural and

biochemical (kinetic) properties.
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